One World Teacher Fellowship
2017-2018 Overview

The One World Teacher Fellowship was created to build teacher expertise about topics ranging from empowering student voices to improving research skills. The Fellowship brings together passionate teachers for personalized professional learning experiences where they will design, conduct, and present classroom case studies that showcase of best practices with the One World Program.

About One World Teacher Fellowship:

Who is Eligible?
Middle and high school public and charter teachers using the One World program.

Fellowship Sessions
Throughout the fall, teachers come together for five sessions where they will be guided through selecting a research topic for which they will design, implement, and present individualized case studies that are conducted while using the One World Program (OWP). Teachers will work collaboratively and independently.

One World Program Implementation
The Fellowship case study is conducted while teachers use the One World Cornerstone, spanning 4-8 weeks. Each grade-level unit offers:
- Curriculum Guides that address an average of 15 Common Core Standards.
- One World Journals that scaffold students through the argumentative writing process.
- One World Research Portal with vetted publications and news sources.
- Professional Development Webinars that introduce teachers to the One World Cornerstone.
- Pre-/Post-Assessments that demonstrate growth in research and argumentative writing skills.

What are the requirements to complete the program successfully?
1. Attend at least four Fellowship sessions.
2. Implement the One World Program.
3. Nominate Student Ambassadors to participate in the One World Student Challenge.
4. Participate in the Portal’s Teacher Forum for each lesson (i.e. comment, upload resources...)
5. Design and implement an original case study.
6. Present findings at Symposium on Preparing College-Ready Writers on February 8, 2018.

Are there other opportunities for Fellows?
Fellows will have the opportunity to write a blog for the One World website and to serve on panels for the organization at conferences.

Outside Support
Fellows will have support from a range of educators and evaluation experts in between sessions through email, phone, and in-person meetings.
Presentation
Using the Fellowship case study template, Fellows will craft a presentation of their case study for a diverse audience at the Symposium on Preparing College-Ready Writers on February 8, 2018 at the Pepco Gallery. DCPS stakeholders, DC Charter School leaders, your principal, and other school staff will be invited.

Celebration
Following Fellow presentations at the symposium, One World will host an event that celebrates our Fellows and raises scholarship funds for the students competing in the One World Student Challenge.

Honorarium
Fellows are awarded a $250 honorarium for completing the Fellowship successfully.

Department of Education Opportunity (Application Pending)
One World Education applied for a grant from the U.S. Department of Education to develop the One World Digital Program. We will need master teachers to work with Urban Institute experts to help us develop and test the new, digital platform.

About One World Education:
Over the last decade, One World Education (OWEd) has led the largest program in high- and low-performing DC public and public charter schools improving research, writing, and presentation skills, utilizing an innovative model that engages students to better understand and solve social justice issues. A 2016 World Bank evaluation reported statistically significant gains in research and writing skills for students in 93% of partner schools. One World Education (OWEd) believes that the expertise of teachers must be elevated and that it should direct reform, policy, and planning.